W hen the northern hardwoods were nearing their peak red and gold foliage in 2011, I met my fellow irst-year graduate students at Dartmouth College. I was an earth science graduate student working on soils-the one and only-and most of my fellow students were pursuing doctorates in molecular biology, mathematics, and physics. "Soil science?" they'd ask. "You mean soil has its own ield?" "You're a dirt scientist?" "Does this mean you are a farmer?" Their puzzled questions certainly had validity. Why would a young soil scientist enroll at an Ivy League institution that didn't have a soil science program for a degree perhaps beter sought at a large, land grant public university?
Arguments in favor of atending a large university focus on the abundance of courses, expertise of advisers, and availability of instruments. These are the arguments I had encountered as a graduate student at the University of California, Riverside, an established soil chemistry powerhouse. It was certainly a gamble, but after two years at Dartmouth, I contend that students do not need their graduate degree from a large soil science department to work with soils. Further, educating graduate and undergraduate students about soil science outside of the land grant strongholds is an important area for the future.
Half of the Ivy League institutions have no introductory soil science class on their current list of ofered courses (as of 2013). When I irst applied to graduate schools, private institutions were never suggested as even a possibility. However, a search of publications on forest soils yielded Dartmouth College as a private university with active research on soils nested among the Biology, Earth Science, and Environmental Studies Departments. After leaving my alma mater, UC-Riverside, I joined the Dartmouth College Earth Science Department to work with Dr. Andrew Friedland on forest soils.
My irst year as a graduate student in the earth sciences was much akin to living in a foreign country. Gone were the days when I understood every seminar talk while studying soil science at UC-Riverside. Now, seminars covered topics from the biogeochemistry of earth two billion years ago to lying helicopters over ice sheets in Antarctica. In journal club, we covered topics and read from journals that I was not familiar with (e.g., Precambrian Research). I certainly can relate to some points raised by detractors of studying beyond the agricultural schools: concepts that would be deemed common knowledge in a large soil science department had to be deined for some of my colleagues and professors, and I had to spend time learning topics far removed from soils.
Justin Richardson (far right) teaching undergraduates at Dartmouth College. Richardson is a P.h.D. candidate studying soil science in the Earth Sciences Department.
Despite the initial shock, I learned about a wide array of new experimental designs, chemical techniques, and concepts many students would not be exposed to from a soil science department. In addition, my constant interactions with non-soil scientists have greatly helped my research by providing points of view not commonly encountered when interacting with fellow soil scientists. Colleagues studying Greenland ice sheets or amino acids in stream water have provided invaluable feedback; they have even helped change my perspective on soil morphology and terrestrial biogeochemistry. Furthermore, the exchange of knowledge was reciprocal. The students and professors in my department are now more aware of how soils form and why soils are not just dirt! My colleagues now hesitate to use the term dirt when referring to soil (at least in my presence).
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